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ABSTRACT

User1

This demonstration shows an efficient panoramic streaming application with ICN functionalities. The camera device splits its fieldof-view into multiple named tiles, and clients request minimum
tiles for their field-of-view. These named tiles are cached at the
intermediate routers and the camera device can reduce the amount
of traffic on its access network. By utilizing the ICN’s merits, this
application can work with limited resources, like IoT environment.
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Figure 1: A sample of captured frame and user’s view
/icn2020.org/tokyo/123
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Figure 2: Captured frame is split into multiple named tile.
Clients request necessary tiles for their field-of-view.

panoramic streaming is required. This demonstration shows an
efficient panoramic video streaming using named tiles on ICN.

INTRODUCTION

360 degree panoramic video is becoming popular due to amusingness, future outlook and adaptive flexibility. Its key feature is that
users can navigate the video to areas in which they are interested
by high-spatial resolution. This interactivity expanses the domain
of its applicability, like a surveillance camera, an equipment inspection, or a live streaming for sports. Omnidirectional cameras
which can create panoramic video are also becoming popular and
developed by many venders [6]. For the further improvement of
its applicability, working in the resource constrained environment,
i.e., limited computer and network resources, is an important issue.
Usually, the camera device has only limited computer resources
for encoding with high compression rate. And the network resource
is also inadequate to transmit raw data of high-spatial resolution
video streaming. To operate under this environment, the efficient
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TILE-BASED PANORAMIC STREAMING

In panoramic video, users see only a part of the whole captured
frame. Figure 1 shows the relationship between a captured frame
and a user’s view. To reduce the bandwidth usage, the server can encode only the requested area for each user, but it causes heavy computer processing. To avoid this on-the-fly video encoding, tile-based
streaming technique is well known [1, 7]. The captured video is
subdivided into non-overlapping tiles and each tile is independently
compressed using a video encoder, e.g., H.264/AVC, H.265/HEVC or
Motion JPEG. Clients request only necessary multiple tiles according to their field-of-view. This technique can lower the complexity
of the video encoding and processing delay.
As tile-based streaming is based on the retrieval of multiple content objects, this technique can be efficiently combined to ICN. Figure 2 shows an example of the named tile-based panoramic streaming.
Each tile has a unique name which consists of a time sequence number and a coordinate, e.g. /icn2020/livevideo/tokyo/123/2/4. And
clients issue interests for the minimum necessary tiles covering
their field-of-view. Since each tile is a named object of ICN, it can be
cached at intermediate routers and natively delivered in a multicast
manner. Thus even if there are many clients, the camera device only
transfers up to the whole tiles at once. Named tile-based panoramic
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Figure 3: Overall of our system consisted of a omnidirectional camera, publisher and consumers
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streaming can reduce redundant process and forwarding, thus it
can work with resource constrained environment.
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Figure 4: Relationship between the number of tiles and required tiles/frame size

IMPLEMENTATION

We implement the named tile-based panoramic streaming on NDN [3].
Figure 3 shows the overall of our system. The camera device consists
of an omnidirectional camera [6] and a tiny computer, Raspberry
pi 3 [5]. The camera provides a dual-fisheye video stream to the
computer which works as a NDN publisher. The computer slices
and encodes the provided video frames using OpenCV [4]. The
application uses JPEG/Motion JPEG as the encoding format and
each tile is a small JPEG image which consists of the frame.
A client first obtains a metadata from publisher, that has frame
definition, frame rate, tile size and current time sequence number.
The metadata is used to calculate minimum necessary tiles for
covering user’s field-of-view that is controlled from user’s controller
with pan-tilt-zoom operation. The client sends interest packets for
the necessary tiles and makes a patchwork image from retrieved
tiles. The image is converted from a dual-fisheye image into a plane
image using OpenGL [2]. Thus the user can watch the panoramic
streaming without retrieving a whole frame. The time sequence
number increases in accordance with the frame rate determined by
the camera’s specifications and the publisher’s performance. The
consumer calculates the current time sequence number from the
frame rate and the elapsed time, and requests the tiles tied with
the number. For the synchronization, the consumer acquires the
metadata by sending interest every five seconds with “MustBeFresh”
option. If a consumer cannot reflect a new video frame within frame
interval due to network conditions and/or processing delays, it skips
over some sequence. This works as a frame rate adaptation, and
no need for preparing tiles with different bit rate is advantage for
improving ICN efficiency, e.g. cache hit ratio. The key point of
this implementation is that the camera device processes only the
two-dimensional image processing and clients are responsible for
the heavy, e.g., three-dimensional, processing.
In this demonstration, we put one camera device (NDN publisher) in a demonstration room, and use a simple topology that
one notebook (NDN consumer) directly connects to the camera
device via Wi-Fi router. We can see the panoramic streaming and
also control its field-of-view by using gamepad.
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EVALUATION

The tile size greatly affects the performance of our system. First,
tile size affects the overhead of constructing user’s view. As shown
in the Figure 2, area of tiles should be larger than user’s field-ofview, and large tiles tend to hold redundant part because of their
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coarse grained representation. Figure 4 (a) shows the relationship
between the ratio of required tiles to the whole tiles and the total
number of tiles which corresponds to tile size. The required tiles
depend on user’s field-of-view, and this graph plots an average
number of required tiles in 25 randomly selected field-of-views.
When the number of tiles increases, this means the smaller tile
size, the ratio of required tiles gets smaller because it can represent
user’s field-of-view precisely. However, the small tile size lowers
the compression ratio, and configuring too small size increases the
total data volume for transmitting a frame. Figure 4 (b) illustrates
the download data size under two JPEG compression qualities. According to the tendency of this result, 50 to 100 tiles is possible to
reduce traffic volume by half. The system performance includes
transferring data size depends on not only the tile size but also tile
shape and projection format [1]. But these aspects are part of the
future work and lie outside the scope of this paper.
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CONCLUSION

This paper describes the effectiveness of combination of tile-based
panoramic streaming and ICN functionalities. Our demonstration
shows that our panoramic streaming can work with poor computing
and network resources. The remaining work is to evaluate the
behavior of our video streaming in the realistic wide area network.
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